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About CableDNA
Based in South Africa, CableDNA has 15 years’ experience in delivering marketleading cable theft prevention solutions.
Our solutions range from physical cable protection in trenches, on masts, in
cages, on racks and in tunnels to permanent cable identification and making
the replacement of underground cable unnecessary through cable rejuvenation.
The combination of CableDNA knowledge and industry expertise ensures that
our customers benefit from a solution tailored to their needs.
CableDNA provides electrical cable theft prevention solutions that have been
invented and patented in South Africa.
With over 20 years of business development, CableDNA has the flexibility and
the functionality to allow electrical service providers, rail operators,
Government, mining and industry to protect their electrical cable infrastructure
with advanced, patented products.
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Copper supply
and cable theft
Copper is among the three most used metals in the
world, and high quantities of the red metal must be mined
every year to meet global demand.
Copper is also essential for green energy and a sustainable future. For example,
each generation of car needs more copper wiring: a gasoline-powered car needs 55
lbs, while hybrids and electric vehicles need 110 lbs and 165 lbs respectively. Further, it
is estimated that an average of 3.6 tonnes of copper is used for each MW of wind
power.
The copper supply problem
The problem is that copper is not being discovered fast enough to meet upcoming
demand. There are several reasons for this. It now takes longer to go from discovery to
production than ever before in the mining industry. Geological, environmental, and
political challenges have brought the average lead time to around 20 years for new
mines. High demand will result in higher copper prices and more cable theft.
Unemployment growth
The global economy is showing new signs of weakness, pushing unemployment to over
197 million in 2015 and making existing jobs increasingly vulnerable. The outlook is for
unemployment to exceed 200 million by 2025.
Cable theft will increase
The copper supply deficit, increased copper prices and unemployment will combine to
result in an unprecedented wave of copper cable theft.
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Electrical Copper cable theft: a
worldwide problem
Copper, one of the world's most
popular and demanded metals, has
been the subject of an underground
movement that has created an
incentive to steal.
The U.S. reports $1 billion per annum
business of copper theft.
An average of R13m worth of copper
cabling was stolen per month in South
Africa in 2015.
Based only on theft from Eskom,
Telkom and Transnet, this estimate
comprises only the cost of replacing the
metal.
This figure is insignificant as estimates
on the impact on the economy is
estimated at far over R7 billion per year.

World demand for copper continues
to grow
The last decade has seen copper prices
spike, as the commodity supercycle
helped propel a number of hard assets
to new levels.
Approximately 10 years ago, copper
was sold for US$1.60 cents a kilogram
on the CME, that price has now jumped
to $6 a kilogram.

Theft
increases
as demand
and pricing
grow

Copper theft
and supply

The growth of copper
prices is continuing to fuel
have copper cable theft
worldwide. In many countries
copper theft is now a national crisis.
Copper cables need to be protected
against theft
All electrical installations – whether
new or already installed - use copper
cabling and are extremely vulnerable.

Protect your valuable cable
infrastructure - affordably,
effectively and permanently.
No response team.
No sensitive electronic
equipment.
No patrolling.
No false alarms.
No monthly fees.
No compromise.
CableDNA deploys patented
cable protection systems
to permanently protect your
critical cabling infrastructure.
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Cable problems
and CableDNA
Solutions
WARNING

THIS CABLE IS MARKED
AS OWNED BY TRANSNET

Bulli

OWNERSHIP CAN BE PROVEN EVEN
AFTER THE COPPER HAS BEEN MELTED.
IF YOU ARE CAUGHT WITH THIS CABLE IN
YOUR POSSESION

YOU WILL GO TO JAIL.

PROBLEM

1
2
3

SOLUTION

Theft. Electrical cables are
frequently stolen – an average of
200 instances of cable theft
occurred per day (15m per
month) in South Africa alone
(2015). It is almost R10m per day
at present.

Physical security. We provide
specialised physical protection in
trenches, on masts, in tunnels and
on cable racks through patented
protection solutions

Unknown cable origin. Thieves
are caught but cable ownership
cannot be proven - and cable
thieves cannot be convicted.
Only 7% of thieves caught are
effectively prosecuted.

Indelible Identification. We
destroy the illegal copper resale
market by indelibly identifying the
cable. Our methods can withstand
being burnt, being granulated and
being melted into ingots.

Limited cable life. Underground
electrical cables are subject to
insulation deterioration. This limits
effective cable life to 30 years

Rejuvenation. We restore older
underground cable insulation
properties to new levels and
prevent of new deterioration,
effectively extending cable life to
60 years.
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Physical Cable Security
CableDNA’s physical
protection systems allow
you to plan, execute and
control electrical service
continuity more effectively.

RockBolt
LockJaw
Matrix
CableSec
MetalSpine
XProof

From light duty single cable systems to
extra-heavy duty applications for multiple
large cables, CableDNA enables companies to
physically secure your cables in a wide variety of
locations and situations to help you become more
streamlined and run more efficiently.
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theft protection
Prevents cable theft
Works on new and existing cable
installations
Environmentally friendly
No patrolling necessary
No monthly fees
No 24/7 response team necessary
No expensive beams, cameras,
control room or mass concrete
required
Easy to install - no special skills are
required.
No special power supply or solar
panels (itself vulnerable to theft)
required to power devices
Once off payment for supply and
installation
Does not rely on rapid response
teams to prevent theft
No false alarms
No patrolling required to ensure
safety
No valuable cameras or sensors to
tempt thieves
No service contracts necessary
Protection systems are not affected
by veld fires
Sequential installation operation
allows for follow-on to backfill and
compact
Not affected by cybercrime
Not affected by strikes and civil
unrest

CSIR
Tested
and Proven

Physical
Protection

CableDNA Benefits

CableDNA systems were
independently tested by
the CSIR for strength and
durability.
The CSIR proved that it was not
possible to remove a heavy duty cable
fitted with CableCroc protection with a
45-degree reverse pull using 12-ton
John Deere tractor and exerting a 5.6
ton force.
The anchors remained intact when
submitted to a longitudinal pull of 9
tons.
CableDNA systems have been designed
to withstand extreme efforts to steal
installed cable.
CableDNA.
Proven
and
tested.
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Physical
Protection
Materials
Design
CableDNA systems are constructed
from galvanized steel or injection
molded from reinforced engineering
polymers to provide cost effective,
durable and corrosion-resistant
protection for new and existing cable
installations.
Our systems are quick and are easy to
install around a broad variety of cable
sizes. CableDNA Cable Theft Protection
is installed according to conventional
underground or overhead standards.
The cable is permanently fixed to
ensure lifetime cable
protection of cabling
infrastructure investment.
Utilizing the latest
scientific techniques in
computer-aided design
(CAD) and finite element
analysis (FEA), CableDNA
units have been designed
to provide optimum product
performance.

CableDNA
systems are
produced from the
most resilient and
environmentally friendly
materials available.
Manufactured from 6mm
galvanised steel or injection molded
from fibre reinforced polymers, our
systems are designed to withstand
extreme conditions.
Our specialised shear nuts are designed
to break off and make removal
impossible - ensuring that your cable
remains where it has been installed.
The bushes used are EDPM,
which is most suitable for
outdoor applications. It is
highly resistant to
ageing, even when
exposed to the most
aggressive external
conditions: UV rays,
ozone and extreme
weather conditions.
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Physical
Protection
System
Ratings
Outside
Rating sq
mm

mm

inches

Light duty
Medium duty

2.5/70
90/120

40
48

1.57
1.89

Heavy duty

150/185

58

2.28

300+

82

3.23

System rating

Extra heavy duty

Combining systems
to create unique
solutions
Our systems can be combined and
customised to meet your specific
requirement - or our experienced team
will create a unique new systems for
you.
We create the systems that keep your
cables protected.

Multiple
Levels
of protection
To ensure you have all the protection
you can possible need, we cooperate
with local security companies to
provide video, fiber optic and other
tamper reporting systems as well as
drone surveillance.

Cost
Although the loss of expensive cable is
regrettable, the real cost lies in loss of
productivity: 35 to 50 times the value of
the stolen cable.
Level 1 permanent protection can be
included at an approximate addition of
20% to new cable installation cost.
The cost of protecting existing cables is
only 8% the cost of replacement
Detailed pricing available on request.
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MEDIUM DUTY
CABLE THEFT
PREVENTION SYSTEMS
www.bulli.co.za

Description

Application

Consumer- and
owner installed
medium duty cable
security

Medium Duty
protection in
trenches, tunnels
and masts

Physical
Protection

BULLI

LOCKJAW HD
HEAVY DUTY
CABLE THEFT
PREVENTION ANCHOR

Description

Application

Securing of heavy Heavy Duty
duty cable for
protection for cables
industry
in trenches

ROCKBOLT
SECURE
ROOF-BASED
CABLE SUSPENSION

Description

Application

Secure overhead
suspension
bracket

Mine tunnels
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ANCHOR
CABLE THEFT
PREVENTION SYSTEM
FOR MULTIPLE CABLES

Description

Application

Secures multiple
cables

Medium Duty
protection in
trenches

Nut breaks off
after tightening
to prevent loosening
and theft

Physical
Protection

MATRIX MD

MATRIX HD
ANCHOR
CABLE THEFT
PREVENTION SYSTEM
FOR MULTIPLE CABLES

Description

Application

Secures multiple
cables

Heavy Duty
protection in trenches

STREETSMART
PROTECTION FOR
CABLES IN POLES

STREET
Description

Application

Secures cables
inside poles of
various diameters

Street lights and
traffic lights

SMART
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CABLE PROTECTION
ON RACKS

Description

Application

Secures single
cables on
UNISTRUT cable
racks

Medium- and Heavy
duty protection for
single cables on
cable racks

Physical
Protection

MONOSEC

DUOSEC
CABLE PROTECTION
ON UNISTRUT RACKS

Description

Application

Secures two
cables on
UNISTRUT cable
racks

Medium- and Heavy
duty protection for
two cables on cable
racks

TRISEC
CABLE PROTECTION
ON UNISTRUT RACKS

Description

Application

Secures three
cables on
UNISTRUT cable
racks

Medium- and Heavy
duty protection for
three cables on
cable racks
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SUPERFLEXIBLE
CABLE
ENTRY AND EXIT
PROTECTION

Description

Physical
Protection

SPIRALRING

Application

Flexible cable Medium- and Heavy duty
protection
cable ground level
entry/exit protection

EXPLOSION PROOF
EXPLOSION PROOF FLEXIBLE
CABLE ENTRY AND EXIT
PROTECTION

Description

Application

Flexible cable Medium- and Heavy duty
ingress and
cable ground level
egress
entry/exit protection
protection

METALSPINE
SEGMENTED, SEMI-RIGID
CABLE ENTRY AND EXIT
PROTECTION
Description

Application

Ingress and egress
protection using two
halves to protect
installed and
operational cables.
3mm-thick steel
overlapping segments.

Medium- and Heavy
duty cable entry/exit
protection for visible
cables and vulnerable
installed / operational
cables
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Identification
and Rejuvenation
The illegal
copper resale
market can operate
effectively because
ownership and origin of
copper and copper cable could not
historically not be established - which
made effective prosecution impossible.
That stops now.
CableDNA indelibly marks electrical cable for positive
identification - even after being burnt, granulated or being
melted into ingots.
As a bonus, at the same time we are marking the cable we are
extending underground productive life with 30 years.
This is the CableDNA double advantage.
www.cabledna.co.za

CableDNA uniquely combines:
Ÿ 1. Permanent cable
identification
Ÿ 2. Cable rejuvenation
by:
Ÿ 1. impregnating the
rejuvenation liquid with
thousands of identifiers
to provide:
Ÿ 1. a failsafe and permanent
cable and associated
identification system which is
currently being used by 18,000
law enforcement officials
Ÿ 2. while increasing electrical
cable life for up to 30 years.
The system is online and realtime
which makes
24/7/365 online
cable identification
– and successful
prosecution of
cable thieves –
possible.
In addition, cables
will be visibly
SUBMIT
marked as being
permanently
identifiable which
acts as a powerful
deterrent to cable
thieves.
UserId

SAP66-8A2

Password

*************

Code

ACR64678

Registered owner

ESCOM Tutuka

Contact

C. Muhlane

Phone

082 345 3456

Our
identifiers
are
extremely
resilient and can
be used for
identification even after
granulation and
burning of
electrical cables
- the standard
methods
thieves employ
to remove
identification
and insulation.
Our identifiers
can also survive
being granulated
or being melted
into ingots with
copper.

Identification

INSULATED CABLES
The CableDNA solution is a unique,
physical, permanent and patented
solution to the rapidly escalating
problem of cable theft.

UNINSULATED CABLES
Alternative identifier carriers (air,
silicone gel, UV based adhesive or
other) are used where cable
rejuvenation is not required.
OTHER ASSETS
We also spray unique
identifiers to the inside of
substations, electrical
switchgear, batteries etc to
make assets permanently
identifiable.
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Rejuvenation
This means that
older underground
cable insulation properties
are restored to the properties of
a new cable.
Underground
cables with crosslinked polyethylene
(XLPE) insulation were
manufactured using a steamcuring process which introduced
water and ionic impurities into the
insulation resulting in
electrochemical degradation of its
dielectric (insulation) properties
over the cable's service life.
This degradation in the cable
insulation is known as a water tree.
If not repaired, the cable will
spectacularly fail.
The fluid which carries our
identifiers is a silane-based fluid
which:
Ÿ fully restores cable insulation
properties to as-new condition
Ÿ prevents the further formation of
new water trees.

Underground cables therefore need
not be replaced at normal end-oflife - which results in huge savings
in cost and electrical down time.
We are effectively doubling the
productive life of underground
electrical cables.

x
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DOUBLED

CABLE

LIFE
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Rock-solid cable theft protection.
Affordable.
Patented.
Permanent.
+27 (0)13 712 5246
+27 (0)87 701 1377
info@cabledna.co.za
www.cabledna.co.za
www.cabledna.com
www.bulli.co.za

www.cabledna.co.za
Patents granted and pending in various countries
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